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THE GOVERNMENTAL CHANGE THAT ISN’T
Choppy weather in the China Seas

After China’s leadership transition in November, how much has really changed? The new team
are unlikely to change current thinking towards disputes in the East and South China Seas.

by Stephanie Kleine‑Ahlbrandt

Last month China underwent its once‑in‑a‑decade leadership transition. The new
generation of Chinese officials is likely to continue with the approach developed by
their predecessors in dealing with maritime disputes in the East and South China
Seas. The country’s burgeoning power and increased assertiveness in territorial
disputes presents a challenge to the regional status quo. This has provoked a
strong reaction by rival claimants in the East and South China Seas who are building
up their militaries and seeking closer cooperation with the United States and each
other, increasing tensions in the region.

Tensions over disputes in the East and South China Seas have threatened to boil
over in recent months. In April a clash between the Philippine Coast Guard and
Chinese fishing vessels in contested waters near Scarborough Shoal escalated into a
month‑long standoff. In June, when Vietnam announced new navigation regulations
covering the disputed Spratly and Paracel islands, China struck back by approving
the establishment of a city on a disputed island and authorising the army to form a
garrison there. In September a move by Japan to purchase the disputed
Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands led China to respond with economic retaliation, large‑scale
military exercises, anti‑Japanese protests and increased law enforcement patrols in
disputed waters (1).

In handling these incidents, China has employed “reactive assertiveness”, taking
strong measures to respond to perceived provocations in order to change the status
quo in its favour. In so doing, it has departed from Deng Xiaoping’s policy of
setting aside disputes and pursuing friendly relations.

The South China Sea, abundant in natural resources and home to some of the
world’s busiest sea lanes, is a potential flashpoint between China, the US and the
various claimants in Southeast Asia: Vietnam, the Philippines, Malaysia and Brunei.
In China, internal actors have exploited tensions in the South China Sea to advance
their own narrow (agency or industry) interests, contributing to a harder line in the
country’s overall approach. The various Chinese agencies involved in the South
China Sea have been described as “nine dragons stirring up the sea” (2): they
include local governments, the navy, the environment ministry, state‑owned
companies, law enforcement agencies, the customs agency and the foreign
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ministry.

Chinese local governments in Hainan, Guangxi and Guangdong are keen to expand
economic production — a benchmark of success in Chinese officialdom. These
governments enjoy wide latitude in provincial affairs as long as they remain loyal to
the Communist Party. The combination of GDP‑oriented policy and high autonomy
has reinforced the provincial profit motive. That is why they have actively
encouraged their fishermen to go further into disputed waters by reducing licenses
for smaller vessels and forcing fishermen to upgrade and equip their boats with
satellite navigations systems (3).

‘Act first, ask later’

The Hainan government has also repeatedly tried to develop tourism on the Paracel
Islands despite protests from Vietnam (4). Local governments have adopted an “act
first, ask later” approach in their relations with Beijing. They take measures to
advance their economic agendas with respect to disputed territories and retreat
only if Beijing responds negatively.

At the same time, competition between China’s two largest maritime law
enforcement agencies — China Marine Surveillance (which falls under the land and
resources ministry) and the Fisheries Law Enforcement Command (under the
agriculture ministry) — has driven a rapid expansion of their fleets, and increased
activity in disputed waters. The two agencies compete with each other directly for
power and budget. By expanding their respective jurisdictions, they can each argue
for a larger portion of the State Council budget: defending China’s claimed
territorial and maritime rights against other countries is part of the reward system
in each agency. China also sees benefits in using these agencies as tools to assert
its sovereignty and defend maritime rights without causing military confrontations.

Though civilian law enforcement vessels are less threatening than naval ships, the
extensive use of such forces in sovereignty disputes makes incidents more likely.
Fishing vessels have also been playing a growing role in asserting claims to
maritime rights in the South China Sea, increasing the possibility of run‑ins
between Chinese and rival claimants’ boats.

Despite a rapid expansion of its presence in the South China Sea, the Chinese navy
has so far played a secondary role in managing disputes in the area. When incidents
have happened, its vessels have remained in the background or arrived late,
allowing civilian law enforcement boats to handle the situation. However, China’s
naval build‑up and modernisation, and its lack of transparency, are stoking tension
in the region, driving other claimant countries to increase the size of their own
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maritime forces.

China’s foreign ministry should be playing a principal role advising and
coordinating China’s various domestic actors on this issue. However, the ministry
lacks the authority to do so, as other actors enjoy equal or higher levels of
authority, and significant autonomy. As a Chinese analyst put it: “Yang Jiechi [the
current foreign minister] isn’t even as powerful as the assistant to [State Councillor]
Dai Bingguo.” The problem has grown worse in recent years, as agencies such as
such as the ministries of commerce, finance and state security and the National
Development and Reform Commission have acquired larger foreign policy roles.
The foreign ministry also faces the dilemma of satisfying ever more outspoken
citizens who demand that Chinese diplomacy matches the country’s growing
economic and regional influence.

Constraints of nationalism

The government has historically taken advantage of, and encouraged, nationalist
sentiment when it suits its policy goals. Yet nationalism places constraints on
Beijing when dealing with territorial disputes. Attempts by the foreign ministry
earlier this year to decrease tensions by stating that China did not claim the entire
South China Sea were rejected by a public which for decades has been told the
country has an inviolable claim to the area (5). Internet users regularly raise doubts
about the government’s determination and capability to protect its territorial
claims. Their dissatisfaction with Beijing’s policies has led to accusations, for
example, that capitalist traitors masquerading as Communist Party leaders are
exploiting the “blood and sweat of the Chinese people” and that corrupt officials
“selling out China’s national interests” must be purged before they prevent China’s
rise (6). Chinese officials fear that if criticism like this grows it could lead to mass
unrest and threaten domestic stability.

Beijing has adopted an approach of “reactive assertiveness” with regard to territorial
disputes in the South China Sea. In the Scarborough Shoal standoff this April, the
Philippines bungled its response to a fishing run‑in by sending a warship. China
was able to take the opportunity to strengthen its claim over the disputed area by
deploying law enforcement vessels, extending its annual fishing ban to cover the
waters around the Scarborough Shoal, roping off the lagoon to prevent other
fisherman from entering, quarantining banana imports and suspending tourism.
China has managed to establish a new status quo in its favour by maintaining
regular law enforcement patrols and preventing Filipino fisherman from entering
those waters.
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It used a similarly severe approach in response to a maritime law passed by Vietnam
in June, which introduced new navigation regulations covering the disputed Spratly
and Paracel Islands. Immediately after the announcement, China upgraded the
administrative status of Sansha city, which encompasses a group of disputed
islands, and established a military garrison. And China National Offshore Oil
Corporation offered leases for oil exploration in nine blocks within Vietnam’s
Exclusive Economic Zone, overlapping with blocks offered by PetroVietnam. Again,
China used the pretext of the Vietnamese law to take a series of measures to
change the status quo in its favour.

Vietnam and the Philippines tried to include a reference to Scarborough Shoal in the
communiqué of the 45th Asean ministers’ meeting in July in Phnom Penh: to
Beijing’s satisfaction Cambodia, which had organised the meeting, blocked it. It was
an illustration of China’s strategy of “treating each case differently and defeating
each one separately” in handling disputes in the South China Sea.

East China Sea

In September, on the heels of these tensions, came a crisis in the East China Sea. It
was ignited when the Japanese government announced that it was finalising the
purchase of the Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands, a move designed to keep them out of the
hands of the nationalist, hardline Tokyo governor. Japan had also reasoned that it
was better to take action on the issue before China’s power transfer in order not to
“punch the new Chinese leader in the face” on assuming power. Beijing interpreted
the move as Japan’s reaffirmation of its sovereignty claim, and saw the timing as a
calculated attempt to disrupt China’s leadership transition and destabilise the
country during a moment of vulnerability.

With growing domestic dissatisfaction with corruption, the wealth gap and inflation,
combined with rumours of disunity in the leadership, Beijing felt it necessary to
respond decisively, to send a strong message that it was not weakened by its
current political situation. These actions were a departure from the decades‑old
conflict‑avoidance strategy that both countries had pursued in the East China Sea.

Nationalism makes the East China Sea an explosive issue in China, more than the
South China Sea. Due to the link with atrocities committed during the Japanese
invasion, sentiments over the status of the Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands run deeper in
the Chinese psyche than any other territorial dispute in modern Chinese history.
Meanwhile, some Japanese feel threatened by China’s rise, fearing an erosion of
territorial sovereignty. Incidents surrounding the islands strike directly at historical
wounds, stirring national pride and narrowing space for diplomatic manoeuvre.
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In the past, the Chinese government was able to manipulate nationalism to suit its
agenda, but its grip on public opinion has weakened. The rise of new media has
facilitated the potential for anti‑Japanese sentiment to turn into a force that could
threaten the government’s legitimacy. Nationalist frustration with what many see as
the government’s failure to stand up to Japan has been combined with general
dissatisfaction towards the party’s failure to tackle corruption, the lack of social
security, food safety scandals and rising food and housing prices.

Anti‑Japanese sentiment had been employed by factions within China’s ruling elite
to jockey for influence as the party underwent its once‑in‑a‑decade leadership
transition. In particular, the New Left — a loose collection of officials, activists and
intellectuals that broadly advocates a return to Maoism and a stronger role for the
state in the economy — gained from recent unrest. Leftists are highly critical of
China’s reformist leaders, such as former prime minister Wen Jiabao, whom they
accuse of being too weak and selling out China’s interests to foreign powers.

At the same time, the “Japan hands” in Beijing have steadily declined in number and
influence, and have grown more risk‑averse over fears of being labelled as traitors.
This has taken place alongside a generational shift, with the disappearance of the
leaders and diplomats who fought Japan in the second world war and set out to
construct bilateral relations to prevent the two countries from fighting again. Many
of the diplomats now responsible for China’s Japan policy believe that since China
has eclipsed Japan economically and is narrowing the gap with the US, it can more
forcefully pursue its interests, in particular those deemed to be China’s “core
interests”. Sino‑Japan relations have been downgraded as Sino‑US relations have
garnered increased attention. Many in Beijing see Japan as a proxy of the US in the
region: Japan’s foreign policy, they say, is subordinate to the US’s Asia‑Pacific
strategy, which aims to curb China’s rise.

Simultaneously, attitudes within Japan towards China have hardened. In the last few
years, diplomats from the so‑called “China school” — those who speak Chinese and
have networks in China — have come under attack for being too conciliatory and
have been removed from the frontline of diplomacy. And vital back channels —
which allowed both countries to seek compromises behind the scenes even when
public sentiment was strong — have substantially weakened. There are strong
indications that the future Japanese government is likely to continue taking a hard
line with regard to China.

‘Never yield an inch’

China’s swift reaction to the Japanese government’s purchase of disputed islets
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consisted of a series of what state media termed “combination punches”. These
ranged from former prime minister Wen Jiabao vowing to “never yield an inch” to
new leader Xi Jinping calling Japan’s purchase of the islands a “farce”, to economic
retaliation and announcements of joint combat drills by China’s navy, air force and
strategic missile corps. But the most significant move was Beijing’s declaration —
the same day as Tokyo’s purchase announcement — of baselines to formally
demarcate its territorial waters around the islands. This move legally placed the
disputed islands under Chinese administration and was therefore a direct challenge
to Japan’s control of the islands, which it has administered for the last four
decades. The decision empowered Chinese law enforcement vessels to increase
their patrols in waters that for years had been dominated by the Japan Coast Guard.
By sending civilian patrol boats and fishing vessels into the disputed waters on a
daily basis, the aim is to establish an equal level of control over the islands with
Japan, which increases the risk of future incidents.

Growing nationalism, military build‑ups, the absence of strong leadership and
precarious political transitions are increasing the risk of spiralling tensions. The
danger is that drivers of conflict in both the South and East China Seas have risen,
while the processes and organisations that could help control tensions and de‑
escalate incidents have weakened.


